While some things change in the forest... some things never change.

Weiler Forestry.

Weiler, Inc., an industry-leading manufacturer, is acquiring the Caterpillar purpose-built forestry business. The new Weiler Forestry product line will include wheel skidders, track feller bunchers, wheel feller bunchers, and knuckleboom loaders.

Weiler’s successful track record as a nimble, customer-driven, and responsive manufacturer makes it well positioned to meet the needs of the forestry customer.

Alban’s commitment to the forestry industry remains both through the Forestry excavators product line as well as dozers, excavators, and wheel loaders that support the forestry industry from road-building to the millyards.

Another thing that isn’t changing is the world class dealer organization that will continue to support your forestry purpose-built products. Your Cat® dealer will maintain genuine OEM parts to ensure your machines are up and running, optimizing your time, labor, fuel, and investment.

You can count on Weiler Forestry and Alban CAT to elevate your purpose-built forestry operations’ productivity. Let’s get there together.
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